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President’s Column....

The new year, 2015, is off to a running start! Although it’s 
hard to believe that January is already behind us, we cer-
tainly began the year on very positive footing. The 

Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) reported record sales 
in the global semiconductor industry in 2014 with an increase of 
9.9 percent from 2013. It also predicted continued growth in 2015 
and beyond. When I attended The SEMI Industry Strategy 
Symposium (ISS 2015) last month, where the latest industry 
trends along with encompassing economic, market, technology, 
and manufacturing perspectives were discussed, it was very 
encouraging to hear about the healthy, worldwide outlook for 
2015. This growth will continue to drive the investment and inno-
vation in our industry. 

Since my Summer 2014 newsletter message, our CPMT staff 
and volunteers have been busy with many conferences, sympo-
siums, and workshops. In October 2014, I attended the Inter-
national Microsystems, Packaging, Assembly and Circuits 
Technology Conference (IMPACT 2014) in Taiwan. Over the 
years, this conference has grown to become the largest packaging 
conference in Taiwan. Continuing to play a strong technical role 
in this conference, CPMT organized a panel session for the second 
year in a row. This year, the panel session featured “System in 
Package (SiP)—From Technology To Business.” 

In December, I attended the Electrical Design of Advanced 
Packaging and Systems (EDAPS) Symposium in Bangalore, 
India. It was a great success and enjoyed strong participation by 
industry, research, and academic leaders. As Bangalore’s semicon-
ductor design and services gain significant momentum, the new 
CPMT Bangalore chapter has done a phenomenal job of  expanding 

membership and influencing the semiconductor packaging field in 
the region. 

As I communicated in my previous newsletter, one of the top 
two priorities for CPMT is to influence emerging and disruptive 
technologies. As a part of this effort,
•	 CPMT is partnering with the International Technology Roadmap 

for Semiconductors (ITRS) 2.0, a major initiative focused on the 
disruptive market and technology changes driven by Smart 
Phones, IoT and Big Data Analytics at a time when progress can 
no longer be maintained by CMOS scaling. Bill Chen, the CPMT 
program director for industry engagement, is co-leading the 
Heterogeneous Integration team under the ITRS 2.0 with Bill 
Bottoms. This effort is very important and timely as our industry 
is undergoing major transformation, from offering technology 
innovation and assembly packaging services to providing solu-
tions that enable system applications and business outcomes. I 
encourage you to join Bill Chen and Bill Bottoms at the ECTC 
2015 in San Diego to find out how to participate in ITRS 2.0. 

•	 We are continuing the CPMT-SEMI collaboration through an 
annual joint symposium at SEMICON West. We are also 
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CPMT Society News....

Nasser Bozorg-Grayeli Receives 2015 IEEE 
Components, Packaging and Manufacturing 

Technology Award

“For contributions to the advancement of microelectronic 
packaging technology, manufacturing, and semiconductor 
ecosystems.”

The IEEE Components, Packaging and Manufacturing 
Technology Award, sponsored by the IEEE Components, 
Packaging and Manufacturing Technology Society, 

recognizes meritorious contributions to the advancement of 
components, electronic packaging or manufacturing technolo-
gies. The technical field for this award includes all aspects of 
device and systems packaging, including packaging of micro-
electronics, optoelectronics, RF/wireless and micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS), enhancement of technology, 
impact on the relevant technical community and the profession, 
benefit to society, and the quality of the nomination.

The 2015 Award will be presented to Nasser Bozorg-Grayeli
at the 65th Electronic Components and Technology Conference 
(ECTC), May 2015.

One of the most influential people in the electronics board and 
substrate industry, Nasser Bozorg-Grayeli’s contributions have been 
integral to driving down component package size while incorporat-
ing more features and functionalities, enabling thinner and lighter 
devices. Among his many accomplishments, Dr. Bozorg-Grayeli 
developed Intel’s first 6-inch wafer gold bumping and advance 
tape automated bonding packaging and manufacturing technology, 
which was an order of magnitude thinner than existing micropro-
cessor packages. He led the industry’s transition of high-density 
packaging from ceramics to organics to reduce cost and continu-
ously improve performance of products. He also was a champion of 
removing hazardous materials from packaging materials, making 
Intel the first company to eliminate lead in all its products.

Nasser Bozorg-Grayeli joins the following past recipients of 
this Award.

2014—Avram Bar-Cohen
“For contributions through leadership, education, and advocacy to 
thermal design, modeling, and analysis of electronic components, 
and for original research on heat transfer and liquid-phase cooling.”

2013—John H. Lau
“For contributions to the literature in advanced solder materials, 
manufacturing for highly reliable electronic products, and educa-
tion in advanced packaging.”

2012—Mauro J Walker
“For advancing electronic manufacturing, technology and packaging 
worldwide through technical innovation and cooperative leadership 
in industry, government, academia, and professional organizations.”

President’s Column.... (cont.)

working on expanding this engagement with SEMI interna-
tionally. Stay tuned for upcoming announcements on CPMT 
symposiums and workshops at major SEMI events around 
the globe.

•	 To increase our engagement with other IEEE initiatives, I par-
ticipated in the evaluation of an IEEE collaboration tool called 
Collabratc(TM). This tool is very helpful for connecting with 
a community of experts in specific technical areas and getting 
updates in emerging technology areas that other IEEE societies 
or councils are leading. As the tool goes live in June 2015, I 
invite you to try it out as an additional means to stay current 
and connected.

Upcoming events:
•	 International Conference on Electronics Packaging and 

iMAPS All Asia Conference (ICEP-IAAC 2015) in April in 
Kyoto, Japan. ICEP has been the premier international 

 conference on electronics packaging in Japan. This year’s con-
ference is the result of a joint effort by CPMT and iMAPS. The 
conference program features key topics in packaging technolo-
gies trends as well as leading edge device technologies and 
other topics pertinent in the age of the Internet of Things. A 
special session will also be held to discuss trends of packaging 
technologies and regional business issues.

•	 ECTC 2015 in May in San Diego, California. I always enjoy 
attending our flagship conference as the program committee 
creates a diverse, technical program along with stimulating 
networking and social events every year. Stay tuned for details 
on this year’s ECTC program.
The year 2015 may have only begun, but I can already foresee 

many exciting opportunities for CPMT members. Please do not 
hesitate to write to me at jiexue@ieee.org to provide your input 
on how CPMT can better serve you and our community. I look 
forward to seeing you and working with you in 2015.

Nasser Bozorg-Grayeli 
Vice President of Technology and 

Manufacturing and Director of the Corporate 
Quality Network

Intel Corporation, USA
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Newly-Elected Members of the CPMT Society 
Board of Governors

In late 2014, CPMT Society members elected six Members- at-
Large to the CPMT Board of Governors for the three-year 
term of 1 January 2015 through 31 December 2017. 

Members-at-Large are elected to achieve totals proportion-
ate to the geographic distribution of CPMT members. Any IEEE 
Region/grouping of Regions determined to have at least 10% of 
total CPMT members has the proportional number of Member-
at-Large positions designated to it for representation on the BoG. 
The slate of candidates for each year’s election is constructed to 
ensure that the resulting total of newly elected Members-at-Large 
plus continuing Members-at-Large has the proper proportion of 
representatives from each Region/grouping of Regions.

Each Region/grouping of Regions has a separate slate of candi-
dates from that Region. CPMT voting members (all CPMT mem-
bers above the grade of Student) elect Members-at-Large from 
within their Region only (that is, members in Region 8 vote only 
for Members-at-Large from Region 8, members in Region 10 vote 
only for Members-at-Large from Region 10; etc.)

Members-at-Large are elected for a three-year term and may be 
re-elected to a second consecutive term. After serving two consec-
utive terms, a Member-at-Large may be re-elected after a one-year 
absence from the position.

The slate of candidates in this election consisted of eight can-
didates (including four incumbents) for four open positions in 
Regions 1–6, 7 and 9; two candidates (including one incumbent) 
for one open position in Region 8 and two candidates (including 
one incumbent) for one open position in Region 10.

All six incumbents were re-elected to serve a second term as 
Members-at-Large (see bios and photos below). They join the fol-
lowing continuing Members-at-Large on the Board of Governors:

Regions 1–6, 7 and 9: Philip Garrou, Ning-Cheng Lee, Li Li, 
James E. Morris, Jeffrey C. Suhling, Patrick Thompson
Region 8: Karlheinz Bock, Toni Mattila, Gilles Poupon
Region 10: Kuo-Ning Chiang, Charles W. Lee, Daniel Lu

Regions 1–6, 7 and 9 
AVRAM BAR-COHEN (M ‘M’85-SM’87-F’93)
is an internationally recognized leader in the 
development and application of thermal science 
and engineering to microelectronic and opto-
electronic systems. Through his professional ser-
vice in IEEE and ASME, including as a current 
member-at-large of the BOG, and his recent ser-
vice as DARPA Program Manager, he has helped 

to define and guide the field of thermal packaging and facilitated 
the emergence of high performance consumer electronics, comput-
ing platforms, and microwave communication and radar systems. 
His research and publications, as well as short courses, tutorials, 
and keynote lectures have helped build the scientific foundation 
for the thermal management of micro- and nanoelectronic com-
ponents and systems. Bar-Cohen has co-authored 3 books and has 
co-edited 24 books in this field. He has authored/co-authored some 
400 journal papers, refereed proceedings papers, and chapters in 
books; has delivered 70 keynote, plenary and invited lectures at 
major technical conferences and institutions, and holds 8 US and 
3 Japanese patents.

Avram is a Fellow of IEEE, Honorary member of ASME, and a 
Distinguished University Professor in the Department of Mechani-
cal Engineering at the University of Maryland. His honors include 
the IEEE CPMT Field Award for 2014, the IEEE CPMT Society’s 
Outstanding Sustained Technical Contributions Award (2002), the 
IEEE ITHERM Achievement Award (1998), the THERMI Award 
from the IEEE/Semi-Therm Conference (1997), and the Luikov 

2011—Rao R. Tummala
“For pioneering and innovative contributions to package integra-
tion research, cross-disciplinary education and globalization of 
electronic packaging.”

2010—Herbert Reichl
“For contributions to the integration of reliability in electronics systems, 
and leadership in research and education in electronics packaging.”

2009—George G. Harman
“For achievements in wire bonding technologies.”

2008—Karl Puttlitz Sr. and Paul A. Totta
“For pioneering achievements in flip chip interconnection technol-
ogy and for semiconductor devices and packages.”

2007—Dimitry Grabbe
“For contributions to the fields of electrical/electronic connector 
technology, and development of multi-layer printed wiring boards.”

2006—C. P. Wong
“For contributions in advanced polymeric materials science and 
processes for highly reliable electronic packages.”

2005—Yutaka Tsukada
“For pioneering contributions in micro-via technology for printed 
circuit boards, and for extending the feasibility of the direct flip-
chip attachment process.”

2004—John W. Balde
“For lifetime contributions to tantalum film technology and the 
introduction of new electronic packaging technology to develop-
ment and manufacturing.”

For additional information on this and other IEEE Technical 
Field Awards and Medals, to view complete lists of past recipi-
ents or to nominate a colleague or associate for IEEE Techni-
cal Field Awards and Medals, please visit http://www.ieee.org/
awards
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Medal from the International Center for Heat and Mass Transfer 
in Turkey (2008). Bar-Cohen was the founding chair of the IEEE 
Intersociety Conference on Thermal Management in Electronic 
Equipment (ITHERM) in 1988 and served as the Editor-in-Chief 
of the CPMT Transactions from 1995–2010.

DARVIN R. EDWARDS  (M’87-SM’10) 
received the B.S. degree in Physics from Ari-
zona State University, Tempe, AZ in 1980. 
After joining Texas Instruments Incorporated 
in 1980, he developed integrated test structures 
such as strain gauges, moisture sensors, thermal 
sensors, and structures to determine the impact 
of package stresses on IC thin film layers. He 

developed a set of IC design rules for packaging that has been 
continuously updated and is still in use today. He then worked 
to build TI’s competence in thermal characterization and ther-
mal management. Elected TI Fellow in 1999, he was manager 
of the Advanced Package Modeling and Characterization group 
from 1997 through 2012. His modeling team was responsible 
for thermal, electrical, and stress analysis for a wide range of 
product families, as well as ensuring successful qualification 
and introduction of products to the market. Packages and tech-
nologies he has helped develop include TSV, POP, Stacked Die, 
MCM, FC-BGA, PBGA, QFN, CSP, WCSP, QFP, multi-die 
QFP, and SOICs.

In 2013, Darvin took responsibility for Analog Chip/Package 
Codesign, developing innovative test structures and design guide-
lines for TI’s new analog process nodes, including those of high 
voltage components. Additionally, he created and codified a risk 
assessment process that was implemented worldwide for TI’s new 
package development projects. During his career at TI, Darvin also 
managed at various times advanced package FA technique devel-
opment, adhesion characterization development, and Sun Flip-
Chip microprocessor package development.

After retiring from TI in late 2013, Darvin formed Edwards’ 
Enterprise Consulting LLC that focuses on bringing expert insights 
to IC package reliability, failure analysis, and thermal manage-
ment issues.

Darvin is a two time past chair of the SRC GRC Interconnect 
and Packaging Sciences’ Science Area Coordinating Committee, 
and was TI’s IPS SAC and TAB representative for eight years. He 
served as a liaison on a number of SRC research projects, working 
regularly with various universities and research institutes to coor-
dinate TI’s external packaging research interests.

Professional activities have included over 30 years of ser-
vice on the Applied Reliability program selection committee 
of the ECTC. He has chaired this committee numerous times 
during those years. Within JEDEC, Darvin has authored five 
standards including the PCB specifications for low and high 
effective thermal conductivity test cards. He has contributed to 
both the ITRS and iNEMI roadmaps, and is currently work-
ing with iNEMI to update the 2015 iNEMI modeling roadmap. 
He has authored and co-authored over 60 papers and articles 
in the field of IC packaging including two best paper awards, 
has written two book chapters, and has given multiple keynote 
addresses, lectures, tutorials, and short courses including three 
at the ECTC. He holds 22 US patents. Darvin is an IEEE Senior 

Member and has served three previous terms on the CPMT 
Board of Governors.

BETH KESER (M’99-SM’04) has over 17 years 
experience in the semiconductor industry. Beth 
received her B.S. degree in Materials Science 
and Engineering from Cornell University and her 
Ph.D. in Materials Science and Engineering at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
Beth’s interests include developing revolution-
ary materials and packaging technologies for the 

semiconductor industry resulting in 8 patents, 10 patents pending, 
and over 40 publications in this area. Currently, Beth is the Wafer 
Level Packaging Product and Technology Manager at Qualcomm 
in San Diego. Her team and co-authors just presented 3 papers on 
their work on advancements in wafer level packaging at the 64th 
ECTC in Orlando.

Before joining Qualcomm in 2009, Beth Keser was instrumen-
tal in developing 2 packaging technologies during her career at 
Motorola and Freescale Semiconductor. Beth led the Wafer-Level 
Chip Scale packaging team at Motorola, which included direct-
ing the activities of process engineering, package characterization, 
package reliability, and mechanical modeling. Beth developed an 
innovative new double-bump structure where the first bump on 
the wafer was encapsulated with a photoimageable, filled stress 
compensation layer. Beth is a co-inventor on this invention US 
Patent. Also, to improve ball attach method for the first ball and 
second ball for the WL-CSP technology a new super-saturated flux 
was designed. Beth is a co-inventor of this invention US Patent. 
In addition, Beth and her co-inventors created a new under bump 
metallurgy specifically for this WL-CSP and had it patented.

In addition, Beth Keser was the lead technologist and manager 
of the Redistributed Chip Packaging Technology (RCP). Beth led 
the team that developed this technology for 6 years. Beth devel-
oped several process and material solutions for this new technol-
ogy. Beth has filed 6 patents on this technology. Her team had 10 
patents granted and 10 other patents filed. Beth presented RCP 
at the Phoenix local chapter of IEEE WAD and CPMT meetings, 
as well as at the Phoenix local MEPTEC luncheon. In addition, 2 
papers were published at ECTC on RCP.

Beth is an IEEE Senior Member whose volunteer activities 
and professional society responsibilities include: CPMT Board 
of Governors Member-at-Large 2012–2014; ECTC Executive 
Committee 2010–present; 2014 ECTC Vice General Chair; 2013 
ECTC Program Chair; 2012 ECTC Assistant Program Chair; 
ECTC Advanced Packaging Sub-committee member 2000–pres-
ent; IMAPS Device Packaging Conference Technical Chair 2006–
2009; IMAPS Flip Chip/CSP Sub-committee member 2000–2009, 
chair 2005–2008; SMTA’s International WLP Conference WLP 
Track Chair 2010–2011.

Beth has been very active in IEEE CPMT’s ECTC conference 
both as a volunteer and as a technical contributor. Beth has pre-
sented 4 papers at ECTC (2001, 2007 and 2011) and co-authored 
10 other papers (2000, 2003, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2014). Beth also 
serves as the IEEE CPMT liaison to IEEE Women in Engineering 
(WIE) and just attended WIE’s first International Leadership Con-
ference (ILC) in San Francisco in May. Beth represented CPMT 
on a technical leadership panel at the conference.
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C. P. WONG (SM’87-F’92) is with Georgia 
Tech and Chinese University of Hong Kong. He 
received his B.S. degree from Purdue Univer-
sity, and his MS. and Ph.D. degrees from the 
Pennsylvania State University. After his doc-
toral study, he was awarded a two-year postdoc-
toral fellowship with Nobel Laureate Professor 
Henry Taube at Stanford University. Prior to 

joining GT in 1996, he was with AT&T Bell Laboratories for 
many years and became an AT&T Bell Laboratories Fellow in 
1992 for his seminal contributions to low-cost high-performance 
packaging of semiconductor devices and components.

His research interests lie in the fields of polymeric elec-
tronic materials, electronic, photonic and MEMS packaging 
and interconnect, interfacial adhesions, nano-functional mate-
rial syntheses and characterizations, nano-composites, such as 
well-aligned carbon nanotubes, graphenes, high performance 
electrical conductive adhesives, ultra high k capacitor compos-
ites, lead-free alloys, flip chip underfills, and novel lotus effect 
coating materials.

He received many awards, among those, the AT&T Bell Labs 
Fellow Award in 1992 (the most prestigious Technical Award 
bestowed by Bell Labs), the IEEE Components, Packaging and 
Manufacturing Technology (CPMT) Society Outstanding Sus-
tained Technical Contributions Award in 1995, the IEEE Third 
Millennium Medal in 2000, the IEEE Educational Activities Board 
Outstanding Education Award in 2001, the IEEE CPMT Society 
Exceptional Technical Contributions Award in 2002, the Georgia 
Tech Class 1934 Distinguished Professor Award (the highest award 
bestowed by GT to a faculty) in 2004, named holder of the Charles 
Smithgall Institute-Endowed Chair Professor (holder of one of the 
two GT Institute-Endowed Chairs) in 2005, the GT Outstanding 
BS and PhD Thesis Advisor Awards, the IEEE Components, Pack-
aging and Manufacturing Technology Field Award in 2006 (hailed 
by the IEEE as “Father of Modern Semiconductor Packaging”), 
the Sigma Xi’s Monie Ferst Outstanding Educational Award in 
2007, the Society of Manufacturing Engineers’ Total Excellence 
in Electronic Manufacturing Award in 2008 and the IEEE CPMT 
David Feldman Award and the Pennsylvania State University Dis-
tinguished Alumni Award in 2009.

Prof. Wong served as CPMT Society President in 1992 and 
1993, and is currently Chair of the CPMT Society Fellow Evalu-
ation Committee.

He holds over 50 U.S. patents, and has published over 1,000 
technical papers, co-authored and edited 10 books and is a member 
of the National Academy of Engineering of the USA since 2000.

Region 8 
MERVI PAULASTO-KRÖCKEL (M’09) is 
currently working as a professor at the Aalto Uni-
versity* School of Electrical Engineering in the 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Auto-
mation. She has broad experience in microelec-
tronics packaging development specifically for 
automotive and power electronics market. Before 
transferring into the academic world in 2008, she 

worked over 12 years in the semiconductor industry in various 
R&D and management positions.

Paulasto-Kröckel began her studies at the Helsinki University of 
Technology in 1985. She studied materials science and engineer-
ing as her major and semiconductor technology as minor. After 
graduation as Master of Science in Technology in 1990 she con-
tinued her studies in the Technical Universities of Aachen (RWTH 
Aachen) and Helsinki and attained her doctoral degree in 1995.

After a 2-years post-doctoral appointment at the Joint Research 
Centre of European Commission in the Netherlands, her profes-
sional career continued in the electronics industry. 1996–2004 she 
was with Motorola Semiconductor Products Sector in Munich, 
Germany. At Motorola she worked on several research and devel-
opment assignments including flip chip process development and 
technology transfer to manufacturing. She was heading the pack-
aging development of Infineon Automotive Power 2004–2008. As 
the Director Package Development she was responsible for semi-
conductor assembly and interconnect development for automotive 
products worldwide.

Since end of 2008 she is chairing Electronics Integration and 
Reliability as well as Bioadaptive Technology in Aalto University. 
Her research focus is on materials compatibility in electronics and 
MEMS, implantable electronics, interconnect technologies, multi-
material assemblies behavior under different loads and their char-
acteristic failure modes and mechanisms. Her research group is 
heading several academic research projects, but has also a broad 
cooperation with major electronics companies.

Prof. Paulasto-Kröckel has over 70 international publications in 
fields of microelectronics packaging and interfacial compatibility 
of dissimilar materials. She is member of IEEE/CPMT and has 
participated in technical programme committees, chairing sessions 
and giving key note lectures in several IEEE CPMT conferences 
including ESTC, EPTC, APM, EuroSimE, IEMT, ASTR as well 
as IEEE ESSDERC conference. She was the general chair of the 
ESTC2014 in Helsinki, Finland.

She is a member of the Finnish Academy of Technical Sciences 
and also a member of the board of Okmetic, Finnish based wafer 
manufacturing company.

*Aalto University is a new university created from a high-
profile merger between three leading universities in Finland—the 
Helsinki University of Technology, the Helsinki School of Eco-
nomics and the University of Art and Design.

Region 10 
MASAHIRO AOYAGI (M’94-SM’10) received 
the Bachelor of Engineering in Electronic Engi-
neering from Nagoya Institute of Technology, 
Nagoya, Japan, in 1982; and the Doctor of Engi-
neering degree in Electronic Engineering from 
Nagoya Institute of Technology, in 1991.

He joined Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL), 
Tsukuba, Japan, in 1982, where he has been 

engaged in the research and development of Nb, NbN supercon-
ducting devices and Josephson integrated circuits until 1994, 
for establishing Josephson Computer Technology. He has been 
engaged in that of high speed signal measurement technology 
until 2000. He worked in opto-electronic sampling measurement 
technology as a guest researcher in National Physical Laboratory 
(NPL), Teddington, UK, from 1994 to 1995. ETL was reorga-
nized into National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and 
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Technology (AIST) in 2000. He was a group leader of High Den-
sity Interconnection Group, Nanoelectronics Research Institute 
(NeRI), AIST from 2000 to 2011. He worked as a team leader 
specified for fundamental 3D LSI chip stacking technology in the 
national R&D project of High Density Electronic System Integra-
tion from 1999 to 2004. He was also a team leader of Opto-Elec-
tronic System Integration Collaborative Research Team, NeRI, 
from 2004 to 2009. He has been a group leader of 3D Integration 
System Group, NeRI since 2011 and also a deputy director of 
NeRI since 2012.

His present research fields are high-speed high-density elec-
tronic packaging and interconnection technology including 3D 
LSI chip stacking and opto-electronic hybrid packaging.

Masahiro Aoyagi was awarded the Tsukuba prize of 1991 for the 
development of Josephson prototype computer ETL-JC1. He has 
authored or co-authored 245 technical papers and has 110 patents.

He has been an IEEE CMPT member since 1998. He has 
been involved in the technical committee of Electronics Packag-
ing Technology Conference (EPTC), IEEE CPMT Symposium 
Japan (ICSJ), International 3D System Integration Conference 
(3DIC) and International Conference of Electronic Packaging 
(ICEP). He was the chair of IEEE CMPT Japan Chapter from 
2009 to 2010. He has been a BoG member of IEEE-CMPT 
since 2012.

He holds memberships of Institution of Engineering and Tech-
nology (IET), International Microelectronics and Packaging Soci-
ety (IMAPS), Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers 
(SPIE), American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), 
Institute of Electronics Information and Communication Engi-
neers (IEICE), Japan Institute of Electronics Packaging (JIEP), 
Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan (IEEJ), and Japan Soci-
ety of Applied Physics (JSAP).

Congratulations to IEEE Fellows Class of 2015

Listed below are new IEEE Fellows who are members of the 
CPMT Society. 

The grade of Fellow recognizes unusual distinction in the pro-
fession and shall be conferred by the Board of Directors upon 
a person with an extraordinary record of accomplishments in 

any of the IEEE fields of interest. (Bylaw I-104:11) Nominees shall:
•	 have accomplishments that have contributed importantly to the 

advancement or application of engineering, science and tech-
nology, bringing the realization of significant value to society;

•	 hold Senior Member or Life Senior Member grade at the time 
the nomination is submitted;

•	 have been a member in good standing in any grade for a period of 
five years or more preceding 1 January of the year of elevation.
The year of elevation to the grade of Fellow is the year fol-

lowing approval by the Board of Directors conferring the grade 
of Fellow. Members elevated to the Fellow grade may use the title 
immediately following approval by the Board of Directors.

The IEEE Fellows, an elite global group with international rec-
ognition are called upon for guidance and leadership as the world 
of electrical and electronic technology, continues to evolve.

Over the last 51 years, IEEE has elevated over 10,000 members 
to this honor.

See a list of all CPMT members who are IEEE Fellows at: http://
cpmt.ieee.org/ieee-fellows-program.html.

Wiren Becker
IBM Corporation (USA)
For contributions to power distribution and signal integrity in 
high-speed interconnects for computing systems.

Weileun Fang
National Tsing Hua University (Taiwan)
For contributions to measurement methods and process technolo-
gies for micro-electro-mechanical systems.

Yong Liu
Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. (USA)
For contributions in power electronics packaging.

Debendra Mallik
Intel Corporation (USA)
For contributions to microprocessor packaging.

New IEEE CPMT Senior Members

The members listed below were elevated to the grade of Senior Member betweem August and December 2014.

The grade of Senior Member is the highest for which application may be made and shall require experience reflecting professional matu-
rity. For admission or transfer to the grade of Senior Member, a candidate shall be an engineer, scientist, educator, technical executive, 
or originator in IEEE designated fields for a total of 10 years and have demonstrated 5 years of significant performance. 

Individuals may apply for Senior Member grade online at: www.ieee.org/web/membership/senior-members/index.html

Mojgan Daneshmand,
Northern Canada Section

Vukica Jovanovic,
Hampton Roads Section

Noor Ain Kamsani,
Malaysia Section

Jean-Marc Rollin,
Eastern North Carolina Section

Brian Smith,
Dallas Section 

Yik Yee Tan,
Malaysia Section

Ravi Todi,
San Diego Section

Reydezel Torres-Torres,
Puebla Section
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ED/CPMT Shanghai Chapter Hosts CPMT 
Distinguished Lecturer John Lau

In the afternoon on Dec. 1st, 2014, IEEE DL John H Lau pre-
sented a talk on 3D IC Integration and Packaging at Fudan 
University, Shanghai, China, hosted by Prof. Yu-Long Jiang, 

the chair of IEEE ED/CPMT Shanghai Chapter. Over 40 attendees 
coming from the local region shared Lau’s excellent talk. 

In his talk, Lau mentioned that 3D IC integration is taking 
the semiconductor industry by storm. It has been: (a) impacting 
the chip suppliers, fab-less design houses, foundries, integrated 
device manufacturers, outsourced semi-
conductor assembly & test, substrates, 
electronic manufacturing service, 
original design manufacturers, original 
equipment manufacturers, material and 
equipment suppliers, universities, and 
research institutes; (b) attracting the 
researchers and engineers from all over 
the world to go to conferences, lectures, 
workshops, panels, and forums to pres-
ent their findings, exchange informa-
tion, look for solutions, learn the latest 
technologies, and plan for their future; 
and (c) pushing the industry to build 
standards, infrastructures, and ecosys-
tems for 3D IC integration. 

He also pointed out that people think that Moore’s law is going 
to roll off soon and 3D IC integration can be the solution. The 
potential applications and high volume manufacturing of 3D IC 
integrations can be classified into 4 groups, namely; memory-chip 
stacking, wide I/O DRAM 2 or hybrid memory cube (HMC), high 
bandwidth memory (HBM), and wide I/O interface (or 2.5D IC 
integration). 

John is the Senior Technical Advisor of ASM. With more than 
35 years of R&D and manufacturing experiences, he has authored 
more than 430 papers and 17 books in electronics packaging. He is 
an ASME fellow and an IEEE fellow.

CPMT Chapter News....

(Front row from the left: the 1st is Yu-Long Jiang and the 3rd is John H Lau).
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CPMT Tsinghua University Student Branch 
Chapter Seminar

Submitted by Siyang LI, Student Branch Chapter Chair

seminar organized by IEEE CPMT Student Branch  
Chapter at Tsinghua University was successfully held at 
Microelectronics Institute of Tsinghua University on 

January 9, 2015. The seminar was hosted and chaired by Prof. Jian 
CAI in Electronic Packaging R&D Center of Microelectronics 

Institute. Prof. Xuejun FAN in Department of Mechanical 
Engineering at Lamar University, a CPMT Distinguished Lecturer, 
was invited to give a detailed lecture on advances of IC packaging. 
Prof. FAN shared his work experience, knowledge and academic 
research at the seminar with about 50 attendees. His stories were 
very helpful for present students and raised a lot of interests 
among the audiences.

The Tsinghua University Student Branch Chapter, Beijing, 
 China, was established in May 2014.

IEEE CPMT UFABC Student Branch Chapter 
Celebrates One-Year Anniversary

Raquel Paulucci, Student Chapter Chair, Jorge Costa, Student 
Chapter Counselor

IEEE Student Branch UFABC
IEEE Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology 

Society UFABC Student Chapter
Federal University of ABC

Abstract: The IEEE CPMT UFABC student chapter celebrated 
on July 3rd, 2014 the one-year anniversary of its opening. On the 
week of this date, an event was held inside the University, which 
allowed the integration between professionals and students by the 
lecture “Interconnect materials for electronic packaging” con-
ducted by CPMT Students Programs Director Kwang-Lung Lin. 
Another lecture was given by Horacídio Leal Barbosa Filho, the 
executive director of the Brazilian Association of Metallurgy, 
Materials and Mining, about the importance of this Association, 
which brings together the major industries in these areas.

Keywords: chapter, materials engineering, anniversary

I. Challenge
The first challenge was to celebrate the birthday of the IEEE 
CPMT UFABC student chapter in remarkable way not only inside 
the university, but also in the world history of CPMT Society. As 
the first Latin America CPMT student chapter and having a great 

involvement with the Materials Engineering course at the Federal 
University of ABC, the event could count with the participation of 
a great variety of people.

Encouraging different people with various skills, from industry 
professionals and professors to students and involving the univer-
sity in a project that combines technology, science, education and 
industry were part of the challenge to achieve a successful event.

II. Solution
Among some meetings with Prof. Dr. Gerson Luiz Mantovani, 
the Student Branch Counselor, Prof. Dr. Everaldo Carlos Venan-
cio, Student Chapter Advisor and the student chapter volunteers 
the idea of bringing a professional to give a lecture to encourage 
future engineering professionals came up, and at the same time this 
person could manage to pass on his experience in IEEE and his 
professional experience. During the nine-month planning sched-
ule before the final day, the support from the professors and help 
from other volunteers were essential to achieve the goals. Then it 
was decided to send the invitation to the CPMT student programs 
director and also the Executive Director of ABM.

III. Strategy And Methodology Used
After receiving the speakers’ confirmation, several actions were 
taken preceding the event, including meetings to align all expecta-
tions. Volunteers to work at the event day were recruited and all art 
work for advertising was made. It was also sent formal invitations 
to other entities representing the University, some entities that are 
partners of the IEEE UFABC Student Branch in projects, invita-
tions to teachers, pro-rectors, deans and to some companies that 

A
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have participated in CPMT student chapter projects. Along with all 
artwork, a short teaser was made to increase curiosity on the event. 
Posters were spread all over the university and Facebook pages.

On July 2 CPMT Students Programs Director Kwang-Lung 
Lin arrived in Brazil, the student chapter chair Jorge Costa and 
the communications director Raquel Paulucci were responsible 
for greeting him at the International Airport of Guarulhos in Sao 
Paulo.

On the morning of July 3rd the Kwang-Lung visited UFABC 
São Bernardo University Campus facilities, with CPMT Student 
Chapter voluteers Isabela Cordeiro and Tamara Santos and Profes-
sor Dr. Everaldo Carlos Venancio. Right after the other volunteers 
Rodrigo Kenji and Cristine Costa Fulchini have showed him the 
other campus of the Federal University of ABC in Santo Andre.

As the event was planned to happen on July 3rd, at 3 PM the 
volunteers have started to organize the auditorium for lectures 
and 5 PM the ceremony began, opening the event with the 2014 
IEEE UFABC Student Branch chair, Waldir Filho, followed by 
the CPMT UFABC Student Chapter chair, Jorge Costa. After the 
words of both, it has started the first and great evening lecture, 
given by Horacídio Leal Barbosa Filho, the executive director of 
the Brazilian Association of Metallurgy, Materials and Mining 
(ABM), who highlighted the importance of this association along 

with the industries in those years. He presented events, courses 
and conferences held by the institution, the union with universities 
and industries and how this impacts the production system. After 
this lecture, it has started the talk of CPMT Students Programs 
Director Kwang-Lung Lin that first showed interesting facts about 
Taiwan, like its location, and his university, and proceed talking 
about his working materials for interconnects using both basic and 
advanced concepts.

After both lectures, there was a debate table with Professor Dr. 
Everaldo Venancio, CPMT Students Programs Director Kwang-
Lung Lin and ABM CEO, Horacídio Leal Filho.

IV. Results
With all the planning before the event and effort from the student 
chapter members, it was possible to accomplish the initial goals 
and carry out a remarkable event. On the day of the event, the pres-
ent Materials Engineering coordinator, Prof. Dr. Renata Ayres, was 
present coordenadora, also the vice-coordinator Danilo Carastan 
and other Materials Engineering professors, Prof. Dr. Luiz 
Fernando Setz, Prof. Dr. Sydney Santos and Prof. Dr. Humbeto 
Yoshimura. There were students from UFABC graduate and post-
graduate courses and students from other universities.

Besides the IEEE CPMT UFABC Student Chapter and IEEE 
UFABC Student Branch, another student organization helped 
with the event. Student members from the International Associa-
tion of Students in Economic and Commercial Sciences (AIESEC 
UFABC), through the local president Guilherme Lima, and its 
members Gabriela Favaron e Kelly Matias, performed a simulta-
neous translation of the lectures. The event was three hours long, 
and kept the auditorium full during almost all time. Right after the 
debate, it was offered to all participants a coffee break.

The mass participation of people from different areas and orga-
nizations showed how the objectives have been reached.

V. Conclusion
The goals accomplishment were possible by the integration of 
student chapter members that were always ready to help and make 
things happen, believing in the event, making it remarkable and 
possible to show the importance of IEEE Student Chapters in gen-
eral. It was a great opportunity for all participants and volunteers 
to meet different cultures and working areas. This anniversary 
showed that it possible to make great and quality events inside 
the University.

VI. Thanks
We would like to thank Prof. Dr. Gerson Luiz Mantovani, the Stu-
dent Branch Counselor and Prof. Dr. Everaldo Carlos Venancio, 
Student Chapter Advisor, for all the support and advices, during 
the entire project.

The accomplishment of the event wouldn’t be possible without 
the student chapter volunteers Barbara Souza, Gustavo Nogueira 
Nunes, Tamara Costa, Isabela Cordeiro, Cristine Costa Fulchini, 
Rodrigo Kenji. We also would like to thank Horacídio Leal 
Barbosa Filho, the executive director of the Brazilian Association 
of Metallurgy, Materials and Mining (ABM) for the lecture and 
CPMT Students Programs Director Kwang-Lung Lin for accept-
ing the invite and going through a 30-hour trip to know a little 
more about the first Latin America CPMT Student Chapter.

On the left, Professor Dr. Everaldo Carlos Venancio, followed by World Direc-
tor of CPMT student programs Kwang-Lung Lin, and on the right ABM CEO, 
Horacídio Leal Filho

Auditorium
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Have You Read Them? The Most Downloaded 
CPMT Transactions Papers

What might you be missing in the CPMT literature? 
Following is a list of most downloaded papers in the 
Third and Fourth Quarter 2014. CPMT members and 

subscribers can access these and other papers in IEEE Xplore.

“Signal-Integrity Optimization for Complicated Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output Networks Based on Data Mining 
of S-Parameters,” Mu-Shui Zhang; Hong-Zhou Tan; Jun-Fa 
Mao, Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology, 
IEEE Transactions on, vol. 4, no. 7, pp. 1184–1192, July 2014
doi: 10.1109/TCPMT.2014.2306957

Abstract: In this paper, an efficient signal-integrity analysis 
and optimization method for complicated multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) networks is proposed, in which data mining 
is applied to discover the concealed information in black-box 
S-parameter models. Instead of performing a number of circuit 
simulations, data mining employs mathematical search algorithm 
directly into the model, which can save significant analyzed time 
and improve the efficiency. An optimized mining flow is presented 
for large scale data set, where the data processing and data min-
ing are performed simultaneously, and thus it is unnecessary to 
save large extracted data. The proposed data mining method con-
sider both the interconnect structure and the stimulated pattern 
of a MIMO system, which can perform thoughtful analysis and 
optimization with high efficiency. Two examples, signal-integrity 
analysis of two coupled microstrip lines and noise coupling among 
multiple signal vias through a power-ground plane pair, are pre-
sented to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed data mining 
method in signal-integrity optimization design.

URL: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber
=6755486&isnumber=6845385

“Electric Coupling Structure of Substrate Integrated Wave-
guide (SIW) for the Application of 140-GHz Bandpass Filter 
on LTCC,” Sai Wai Wong; Kai Wang; Zhi-Ning Chen; Qing-
xin Chu, Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technol-
ogy, IEEE Transactions on, vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 316–322, Feb. 2014
doi: 10.1109/TCPMT.2013.2285388

Abstract: Millimeter-wave (mmW) bandpass filters (BPFs) 
using substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) are proposed in this 
paper. The propagation constants of two different types of elec-
tromagnetic bandgap (EBG) units are discussed and compared 
for their passbands and stopbands performance. In among, the 
slotted-SIW unit shows a very good lower and upper-stopband 
performance. The mmW BPF with three cascaded uniform slot-
ted-SIW-based EBG units is constructed and designed at 40-GHz. 
This EBG filter exhibits good out-of-band performance. To fur-
ther improve the in-band performance, a third-order mmW BPF 
with nonuniformly cascaded slotted-SIW unit is designed at 140 
GHz. The filter is investigated with the theory of electric coupling 

mechanism. The extracted coupling coefficient (K) and quality 
factor (Q) are used to determine the filter circuit dimensions. To 
prove the validity, the two proposed structures are fabricated in a 
single-circuit layer using low temperature co-fired ceramic tech-
nology and measured at 40 and 140 GHz, respectively. The mea-
sured results are in good agreement with the simulated results in 
such high frequency. The measured insertion losses at 40 GHz and 
140 GHz are 0.72 and 1.913 dB, respectively.

URL: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber
=6644267&isnumber=6729070

“MIMO Antenna Design in Thin-Film Integrated Passive 
Device,” Tzu-Chun Tang; Ken-Huang Lin, Components, Packaging 
and Manufacturing Technology, IEEE Transactions on, vol. 4, no. 
4, pp. 648–655, April 2014 doi: 10.1109/TCPMT.2013.2286613

Abstract: This paper presents a novel approach to construct a 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna in a small pack-
age based on integrated passive device (IPD) manufacturing tech-
nology. Such an IPD utilizes a thin-film glass substrate that yields 
a low loss performance for RF components. A thin film process 
with limited layers available and size considerations in IPD manu-
facturing pose major challenges in antenna design, especially for 
multiple antennas. This thin-film process results in a high cavity 
quality factor (Q) causing a narrowband in the conventional patch 
antenna. To overcome this problem, this paper develops antenna 
elements that incorporate a T-shaped coupling fed driven strip and 
a loop structure. The gap between the driven strip and the loop 
structure functions as an internal tuning circuit, thus contributing 
to a lower overall Q and antenna miniaturization. The size of the 
proposed antenna element is only 1.8 × 0.65 mm2 (0.031 m0 × 
0.011 m0) in the IPD size of 4 × 4 mm2 (0.068 m0 × 0.068 m0). The 
experimental results indicate that the antenna achieves a gain of 
1.4 dBi and a radiation efficiency of 60% over the IEEE 802.11a 
band (5.15–5.825 GHz). In addition, the multiple antenna ele-
ments are arranged to construct a MIMO system. Furthermore, a 
good isolation is achieved using a space of only 0.3 mm (0.005 m) 
spacing between two antennas, resulting in a compact design and 
small package (4 × 4 × 0.25 mm3). The parameters are also investi-
gated in detail, with the experimental results correlating well with 
the simulation results.

URL: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber
=6651828&isnumber=6780597

“Design of the Compact Tunable Filter With Modified Cou-
pled Lines,” Ching-Wen Tang; Chien-Tai Tseng; Shih-Chieh 
Chang, Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology, 
IEEE Transactions on, vol. 4, no. 11, pp. 1815–1821, Nov. 2014 
doi: 10.1109/TCPMT.2014.2349151

Abstract: A compact tunable bandpass filter (BPF) with a 
broad stopband is presented. The proposed filter is composed 
of two modified coupled lines and one varactor-loaded stub. In 
terms of measurement, the tunable BPF with the transmission zero 
within the higher passband skirt has a very wide tuning range, from 

Publication News....
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0.95 to 1.55 GHz (48%). Moreover, with the return loss > 10 dB, 
there is a controllable constant passband bandwidth 120 MHz. 
Furthermore, within the tuning range, the insertion loss is from 2.4 
to 2.8 dB and the return loss is > 20 dB.

URL: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber
=6891231&isnumber=6942286

“High-Frequency Scalable Electrical Model and Analysis of a 
Through Silicon Via (TSV),” Joohee Kim; Jun So Pak; Jonghyun 
Cho; Eakhwan Song; Jeonghyeon Cho; Heegon Kim; Taigon Song; 
Junho Lee; Hyungdong Lee; Kunwoo Park; Seungtaek Yang; Min-
Suk Suh; Kwang-Yoo Byun; Joungho Kim, Components, Packag-
ing and Manufacturing Technology, IEEE Transactions on, vol. 1, 
no. 2, pp. 181–195, Feb. 2011 doi: 10.1109/TCPMT.2010.2101890

Abstract: We propose a high-frequency scalable electri-
cal model of a through silicon via (TSV). The proposed model 
includes not only the TSV, but also the bump and the redistribu-
tion layer (RDL), which are additional components when using 
TSVs for 3-D integrated circuit (IC) design. The proposed model 
is developed with analytic RLGC equations derived from the 

physical configuration. Each analytic equation is proposed as a 
function of design parameters of the TSV, bump, and RDL, and 
is therefore, scalable. The scalability of the proposed model is 
verified by simulation from the 3-D field solver with parameter 
variations, such as TSV diameter, pitch between TSVs, and TSV 
height. The proposed model is experimentally validated through 
measurements up to 20 GHz with fabricated test vehicles of a TSV 
channel, which includes TSVs, bumps, and RDLs. Based on the 
proposed scalable model, we analyze the electrical behaviors of 
a TSV channel with design parameter variations in the frequency 
domain. According to the frequency-domain analysis, the capaci-
tive effect of a TSV is dominant under 2 GHz. On the other hand, 
as frequency increases over 2 GHz, the inductive effect from the 
RDLs becomes significant. The frequency dependent loss of a 
TSV channel, which is capacitive and resistive, is also analyzed 
in the time domain by eye-diagram measurements. Due to the fre-
quency dependent loss, the voltage and timing margins decrease 
as the data rate increases.

URL: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber
=5739019&isnumber=5739011

Any technologist – member or non-member – is welcome to receive alerts when upcoming issues of our CPMT Transactions are 
posted to the IEEE’s Xplore database and all the papers are available for downloading. This is a handy way to scan the issue’s Table 
of Contents and quickly learn about novel approaches to packaging, modeling, reliability, materials, assembly and other topics.

The website link is:ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/tocalerts_signup.jsp

If you already have an IEEE web account, you may sign in and select those journals you wish to track. If you don’t have an 
account, all it takes is your name and email address! Then simply click the Alert Status box next to the journals you wish to moni-
tor. You will receive an email each quarter when that journal is posted to Xplore.

Similarly, if you prefer to receive information by RSS feed, you may add our journals’ feeds to your Reader. You’ll get a listing of the 
papers in that issue, along with full abstracts and a link for downloading the paper. The RSS links are shown on this same web page.

Here are the journals we suggest you select for monitoring:

Transactions on Components, Packaging and Manufacturing Technology
Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing
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Conference News....
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Advances in Sensors and Interfaces
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CALL FOR PAPERS 
 

6th IEEE International Workshop on Advances in Sensors and Interfaces, 18-19 June 2015, Gallipoli (Le) - Italy 
 

 The International Workshop on Advances in Sensors and Interfaces is a premier Sensors and Interface 
design Workshop aimed at bridging the gap between electronic design and integrated circuit 
technologies, processes, and manufacturing to achieve design quality in sensors developments and 
in electronic interfaces. The conference provides a network to present and exchange ideas, promoting
research, development, and applications in a wide range of sensor and interface fields. The workshop
theme spans from biomedical, chemical, high-energy physics and space/automotive sensors to their 
interfaces in harsh and heterogeneous environments and sensor networks.
The 6th edition specially focuses on healthcare applications and on the wide range of neuromorphic 
and neuro-inspired monitoring areas, including neural wireless sensor networks architectures, and 
software design for neural-networks modeling. In this frame, several technological challenges are still 
waiting to be overcome. Examples include ultra-low-power and low-noise solutions, real-time signal 
processing, big data management, energy harvesting and formal neural-network models. The impact
of these innovations on the society is staggering, considering the wide range of potential applications: 
from prosthesis/artificial limbs control, fall prevention/detection systems and feeling awareness to
learning machines and Brain Machine Interfaces.
The 6th IEEE International Workshop on Advances in Sensors and Interfaces aims to provide a forum 
for experiences and knowledge sharing among international experts actively involved in research, 
development and experimentation of novel concepts, theoretical methods/models and experimental 
analysis, as well as in testing techniques for micro- and nano-sensor systems, and in the wide field of 
neuroelectronics and neurocomputing. 

TOPICS:
Papers are solicited – but are not limited - in the following and related topics:

 Sensor networks in biomedical, biotelemetrical and environmental applications 
 Novel health-care systems and applications 
 New materials and new technologies for sensors 
 Printed, flexible, biodegradable and biocompatible electronics 
 Novel testing and modeling techniques for sensors systems 
 Sensors for aerospace and automotive applications
 High Energy Physics Experiments
 Neuro-inspired electronics and neural system architectures for brain activity monitoring
 Predictive study of neural signals related to subjects’ activity
 Brain computer interface-oriented software tools and architectures 
 Formal neural-network models
 Big data management  
 Simulation Infrastructures in neurocomputing
 Bio-signals real time post-processing: tools, methods and experimental results 
 Noise and artifacts rejection techniques in hardware design and signal processing

The accepted papers will be included in the IEEE proceedings and available on IEEEXplore. A 
selection of papers will be invited to be submit contributions for a special issue in the IEEE Sensors 
Journal.

PAPER SUBMISSION :
The IWASI 2015 workshop will allow only electronic submission of papers in PDF. Papers must be 
submitted in their final version following the IEEE format. They must be double column and should
not exceed six A4 pages with all illustrations and references included. The size of the submitted 
PDF files must not exceed 2 MBytes. Manuscript guidelines as well as instructions on how to submit 
electronically are available on the conference web site.

 Paper submission deadline: April 10, 2015
 Author Notification: May 08, 2015
 Final Paper Submission deadline: May 29, 2015

The complete workshop program will be published on the conference web site within May 2015

General Chair:
D. De Venuto (Politecnico di Bari and 
INFN Bari - Italy)

Steering Committee:
B. Courtois (BC Consulting, Grenoble-
France)
E. Di Sciascio (Politecnico di Bari –
Italy)
G. Gielen (Univ. Leuven-Belgium)
K. Makinwa (Delft University of 
Technology-The Netherlands)
J. Rabaey (University of California at 
Berkeley, US)
C. Van Hoof (IMEC Leuven-Belgium)

Program Committee:
L. Benini (ETHZ Switzerland & Univ. of
Bologna-Italy)
E. Cantatore (Eindhoven Univ. of 
Technology-The Netherlands)
S. Carrara (EPFL Lausanne-
Switzerland)
H. Casier (AMI Semiconductors, 
Bruxelles-Belgium)
D.R.S. Cumming (The University of 
Glasgow, UK)
F. Docchio (Univ. of Brescia, Italy)
G. De Cesare (Univ. La Sapienza 
Roma-Italy)
D. Demarchi ( Politecnico di Torino, &
IIT - Italy)
M. De Palma (INFN Bari - Italy)
L. Dilillo (LIRMM – France)
M. Kayal (EPFL Lausanne-Switzerland)
M. Magno ( ETH Zurich, Switzerland)
L. Milor (Georgia Inst. of Technology US)
E. Nappi (INFN Bari -Italy)
M. J. Ohletz (ZMD AG-Germany)
J. Ohta (NAIST – Japan)
K. B. Ozanyan (Manchester 
University, UK)
E. Popovici (University College Cork 
Ireland)
L. Rufer (TIMA/ Univ. Grenoble-France)
M. Ruta (Politecnico di Bari – Italy)
M. Savino (Politecnico di Bari - Italy)
P. Siciliano (IMM-CNR Lecce-Italy)
R. Thewes (TU Berlin - Germany)
L. Torsi (Univ. di Bari - Italy)
B. Vigna (ST Microelectronics - Italy)

Local Committee:
V. F. Annese (Politecnico di Bari - Italy)
M. De Palma (INFN Bari - Italy)
F. Scioscia (Politecnico di Bari - Italy)
G. Loseto (Politecnico di Bari - Italy)

Contacts: 
valeriofrancesco.annese@poliba.it
daniela.devenuto@poliba.it
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The 16th International Conference on Electronic Packaging Technology (ICEPT 
2015) will be held in Changsha, China, from August 11 to 14, 2015. The 
ICEPT 2015 is organized by Electronic Manufacturing and Packaging 
Technology Society (EMPT) of Chinese Institute of Electronics (CIE) and 
co-organized by Central South University (CSU). As one of the most famous 
international conferences on electronic packaging technology, the conference 
has received strong support from IEEE CPMT and active involvement from 
IMAPS and iNEMI, and was highly appreciated by CIE and China Association 
for Science and Technology (CAST).  

ICEPT 2015 is a four-day event, featuring technical sessions, invited talks, 
professional development courses, exhibition, and social networking activities. 
It aims to cover the latest technological developments in electronic packaging, 
manufacturing and packaging equipment, and provide opportunities to explore 
the trends of research and development, as well as business in China. 

CONFERENCE THEMES 
 Advanced Packaging: BGA, CSP, Flip Chip; COB WLP, POP/PIP; TSV, 

3D integration; high density substrate; and other advanced packaging and 
integration technologies.

 System Integration: 3D integration by TSV, SIP, Test methodologies for 
3D packaging and system level packaging.

 Packaging Materials & Processes: Green materials, nano-materials, and 
other novel materials for packaging performance enhancement and cost 
reduction; various new packaging/assembly processes.

 Packaging Design and Modeling: Novel packaging/assembly designs; 
methodologies for modeling, simulation and validation of electrical, thermal, 
optical and mechanical performance of various electronics packages; 
multi-scale and multi-physics modeling, process simulation.

 Inter-connection technologies: High density inter-connection technologies; 
advanced bonding technologies; substrate solution for 3D packaging; 
non-conventional inter-connection technologies.

 Advanced Manufacturing Technologies and Packaging Equipment: 
Packaging/assembly equipment (wafer thinning); test technologies; 
technologies for manufacturability and yield improvement, cost reduction 
and service performance improvement.

 Quality & Reliability: Quality monitoring and evaluation; methodologies 
for accelerated reliability data collection and analysis, reliability modeling 
and life prediction, failure analysis and non-destructive diagnose.

 Microwave and Power electronics Packaging: Components and modules 
for RF/mmW/THz systems; power devices; microwave device packaging;
power electronics packaging; automobile electronics packaging.

 Solid State Lighting Packaging & Integration: Methodologies for design, 
manufacturing and test of high power LED module; LED 
packaging/integration technologies and their applications in LCD, 
micro-projector, in-door lighting, street lamp, etc.

 Emerging Technologies: MEMS, NEMS, and MOEMS; optoelectronics 
packaging; medical electronic device packaging; wearable/flexible 
electronics packaging; sensors, actuators, nano-devices, etc.

IMPORTANT DATES
 March 01, 2015    Deadline for Submission of Abstract 
 March 15, 2015 Notification of Abstract Acceptance 
 May 15, 2015      Deadline for Submission of Full Paper 
 June 20, 2015  Notification of Full Paper Acceptance 
 June 30, 2015  Deadline of Final Paper Submission 

SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACT
Abstracts are solicited to describe original and unpublished work. The abstract 
should be approx. 500 words and contains a clear statement of the background, 
methodology, results, conclusions, and important references of the work. All 
abstracts and papers must be in English and should be submitted through online 
submission system.
The instructions for abstract submission can be downloaded at the conference 
website http://www.icept.org. All accepted papers will be indexed by IEEE 
Xplore. Selected papers will be recommended for publication in related 
IEEE/CPMT journals. 

BEST PAPER AWARD
The conference proceeding is an official IEEE publication. Best Conference and 
Student Papers will be selected and awarded at the conference. 

CALL FOR SHORT COURSES 
The conference program includes professional development courses (PDC), and 
the leading experts in the field may e-mail to icept2015@163.com for details. 

CALL FOR EXHIBITION/SPONSORSHIP 
A tabletop exhibition featuring suppliers of materials, equipment, components, 
software, manufacturers, and service providers of the electronics packaging and 
related industries will be held during the conference. Potential exhibitors and 
sponsors may e-mail to icept2015@163.com for details. 

General Chair: Prof. Keyun BI 
Technical Chair: Prof. Wenhui ZHU 
Conference Website: http://www.icept.org 
Conference E-mail: icept2015@163.com or icept2015@gmail.com

ABOUT Changsha 
Changsha, one of China's 20 most "economically advanced" cities, is the capital 
and largest city of Hunan province in south-central China, located on the lower 
reaches of the Xiang River, a branch of the Yangtze River.In the first millennium 
BC, Changsha was an urban center in the state of “Chu”. In the centuries 
following, Changsha has developed into the political, economic and cultural 
center of Hunan Province. Additionally, Changsha is well connected by roads, 
river, rail, and air transportation modes, and is a regional hub for industrial, 
tourist, and service sectors.

1st Call For Papers 1st Call For Papers1st Call For Papers 
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The IMPACT 2015 conference, which will be held at Taipei Nangang Exhibition 
Center on October 21 - 23, 2015, is celebrating its 10th anniversary of bringing 
worldwide leading experts and engineers together in sharing state-of-the-art 
advanced microelectronic packaging and PCB technology. The IMPACT Conference 
is the largest gathering of packaging and PCB professionals in Taiwan, attracting over 
4,000 attendees in accumulated total over the past years. To reflect the cutting-edges technology 
development, the IMPACT Conference highlights “IMPACT on Mobile and Flexible Electronics”. 
Moreover, the IMPACT Conference keeps collaborating with international organizations such 
as ICEP from Japan and iNEMI from U.S.A this year. We hope this conference will become a 
remarkable platform to show your technology research and capability. 

PAPER AWARD
Outstanding Paper Award will be elected by IMPACT Technical Program 
Committee from student and industrial papers respectively. The paper 
awardees will be announced and honored during the conference.

SPONSOR
IMPACT 2015 sponsors can improve the corporate image, enhance 
professional development, create networking opportunities and enjoy 
exclusive benefits. There are multiple sponsorship packages for you to choose!

Contact Window
IMPACT 2015 Secretariat:
Taiwan Printed Circuit Association (TPCA)
Tel: +886-3-3815659 #407 Tammy陳瓊樺
Fax: +886-3-3815150
Email: service@impact.org.tw
http:// www.impact.org.tw

IMPORTANT DATE 

Item Date Remark

Abstract Submission Deadline June 15, 2015
400-500 words
Submit on-line www.impact.org.tw

Abstract Acceptance Notification July 15, 2015 Notice sent via email

Advance Program Online August 15, 2015 Advanced program announcement

Full Paper Submission
(Camera-ready Version)

August 15, 2015
4 pages including figures and tables
Submit on-line through conference website 
and copyright forms due

* Authors of accepted papers including oral presentation and posters should register before the deadline; please be noted that un-registered (paid) papers will 
be removed from the symposium program. 

* The secretariat keeps the right to modify the agenda.

Date: Oct 21 (Wed)-23(Fri), 2015

Venue: Taipei Nangang Exhibition Center

Theme: IMPACT on Mobile and Flexible Electronics

Exhibition: TPCA Show 2015

On-line Submission: www.impact.org.tw

SCOPE OF PAPER SOLICITED

Packaging PCB

P1. Advanced Packaging Technologies B1. Green Materials and Process

P2. Green Packaging B2. Test, Quality, AOI, Inspection and Reliability

P3. 3D Integration and SiP B3. HDI and Embedded Technology

P4. LED & Optoelectronics Packaging B4. Electro Deposition and Electrochemical Processing Technology

P5. Interconnections & Nanotechnology B5. Advanced and Emerging Technology

P6. Modeling, Simulation & Design B6. Mechatronics and Automation

P7. Thermal Management B7. Advanced Materials

P8. Advanced Sensor &Microsystems Technology (MST)

P9. Advanced Materials, Automatic Process & Assembly

P10. Emerging Systems Packaging Technologies
* Papers relevant with the above scopes are encouraged to submit but NOT limited to.        * Conference authority keeps the right to final session arrangement.

IMPACT 2015
Call for Papers

advanced microelectronic packaging and PCB technology. The IMPACT Conference 
is the largest gathering of packaging and PCB professionals in Taiwan, attracting over 

Accepted Papers 
Will Be Collected 
in IEEE Xplore !

ORGANIZER CO- ORGANIZER 2015 International
Conference on
Electronics
Packaging

impact 2015_文宣海報_菊全.indd   1 2015/2/13   下午 02:32:03
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The IEEE Electrical Design of Advanced Packaging and
Systems (EDAPS) Symposium is the premier

international conference in Asia Pacific region to share the recent progress of modeling, simulation
and measurement for the electrical design issues on chip, package and system levels. The
EDAPS symposium consists of paper presentations, industry exhibitions, workshops and
tutorials. The EDAPS 2015 will be held in COEX, Seoul, Korea from December 14 to 16, 2015.
The technical program of the symposium not only addresses the current technical issues but also
brings out the challenges facing IC design, SiP/SoP packaging, EMI/EMC, EDA tools and most
importantly the challenge issues in advanced 3D-IC and TSV design. As in the previous events over a
decade, the EDAPS 2015 will provide a major platform for researchers from academia and industry
to exchange their knowledge and to build up networks. If you need further information, please send 
your inquiry to edaps2015@gmail.com

2015 IEEE Electrical Design of Advanced 
Packaging & Systems (EDAPS) Symposium

December 14-16
Seoul, Korea

CALL FOR PAPERS

IMPORTANT DATES Deadline for Regular Paper Submission

Acceptance Notification

August 15, 2015

October 5, 2015

• Electronic Packages, SiP / SoP
• IC and Package Level EMC
• RF/mm-wave Packages
• Embedded Passives
• Power Electronic Packages
• Advanced Simulation Tools and CAD
• Substrate Technology for Packages

and PCBs
• Package Reliability
• Others

• 3D-ICs / TSVs / Interposers
• Testing on 3D-IC and SiP
• Signal and Thermal Integrity
• Power Integrity / Power Distribution

Networks (PDNs) / Ground Noise
• Multi-physics Simulation Techniques

for SI / PI / TI Analysis
• Design and Modeling for High-speed

Channels and Interconnects
• Time / Frequency Domain

Measurement Techniques

TOPICS

http://www.edaps2015.org

All papers should be submitted electronically in two-column and three- or four-page PDF file format. 
All submissions must be made through EDAPS website (www.edaps2015.org). A Microsoft Word 
template is available on the symposium website. Hardcopy submission will NOT be accepted. 
Submitted manuscripts should be camera ready and compliant with the general standards of the IEEE, 
including appropriate referencing. Non-compliant manuscripts will not be considered for review.  
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Design, Test, Integration & Packaging of MEMS/MOEMS 

General Chair: Pascal NOUET, LIRMM, France        Local Chair: Frédérick MAILLY, LIRMM, France 
Publication Chair: Benoit CHARLOT, IES, France 

S

Montpellier FRANCE

DTIP2015 will be the 17th edition of this unique 
single-meeting event intended to bring together 
participants interested in MEMS/MOEMS 
processing and those interested in design tools 
and methods to facilitate the design of 
MEMS/MOEMS. All aspects including design, 
modeling, testing, micro-machining, integration and 
packaging of structures, devices and systems are 
addressed in the two main conferences. Shared 
plenary talks including invited talks, panels and 
special sessions allow close interaction between 
both communities. Prospective authors and special 
session organizers are invited to consult the 
symposium website for detailed information or to 
contact us (dtip@dtip-mems.org).

Chair: Marta Rencz, BME, Hungary
Co-Chair: Francis Pressecq, CNES, France
This Conference will bring together researchers, engineers 
and practitioners involved in the development of CAD 
tools and design methodologies for MEMS and MOEMS. 
Topics of interest include :

  and tools

Chair: Yoshio Mita, Univ of Tokyo, Japan
Co-Chair: Peter Schneider, Fraunhofer IIS/EAS, 
Dresden, Germany
This Conference will bring together researchers, 
engineers and practitioners involved in the 
development of integration technologies and packaging 
for MEMS and MOEMS.Topics of interest include :

http://www.dtip-mems.org/

April 27-30, 2015

Computer-Aided Design, 
Design and Test Conference

Microfabrication, Integration 
and Packaging Conference
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The 16th edition of the Eurosime conference in

Thermal, Mechanical & Multiphysics Simulation and Experiments
in Micro/Nano-Electronics and Micro/Nano-systems

19-22 April 2015, Budapest, Hungary

About the conference
After fifteen successful  editions of  the EuroSimE conference,  EuroSimE2015 is  to be hosted in the beautiful  city of
Budapest. The conference will address the results of both fundamental research and industrial applications for thermal,
mechanical and multiphysics simulation and experiments of micro/nano-electronics and microsystems. 
Short courses will be offered for professional training on 19 April 2015. Three days of technical sessions (20-22 April
2015)  for  oral  and  poster  presentations  are  foreseen,  in  parallel  with  an  exhibition  from suppliers  of  experimental
characterization equipment, and simulation and optimization demonstrating their latest features.

Subjects 

• Multi-physics  simulation  (e.g.  thermal,  mechanical,  thermo-
mechanical, coupled thermo-fluidic, coupled electro-mechanics,
fluid structure interactions, opto-mechanics)

• Failure analysis and failure mode extraction

• Material characterisation, experiments and modelling

• Validation of simulations by experiments

• Failure criteria and damage modelling for reliability prediction

• Integrated process modelling

• Advanced  numerical  and  analytical  simulation  methodologies
and tools

• Behavioural modelling

• Simulation-based  optimisation,  virtual  prototyping  in  product
and/or process design

• Compact modelling and model order reduction

• Multiscale modeling and simulation

Applications
• Components and packaging

➢ Flip-chip,  BGA,  CSP,  Wafer-Level  packages,  MCM,
Cu/low-k packages

➢ 3-D packaging

➢ Opto-electronic packages

➢ High temperature and high power packaging

➢ Packaging for harsh environments
• Microsystems

➢ Piezoelectric components

➢ MEMS sensors and actuators

➢ Opto-mechanical devices 

➢ Nano-electronic mechanical devices

➢ Bio-MEMS/NEMS

➢ Microfluidics
• LED lighting
• Smart systems of 2nd and 3rd generation

About the conference location
Budapest is the capital of Hungary, home to nearly 2 millions inhabitants. The city is a regional hub of international 
finance and trade, famous for its bathing culture, World Heritage sites, architectural beauties on both banks of the 
Danube, emphasised by stylish bridges. Churches, art collections, theatres and downtown restaurants, bars offer a 
multitude of cultural and leisure opportunities for day and night. The conference will be held in the “Novotel Budapest City” 
hotel, close to the historic Castle District on the hilly “Buda” side of the city.
Local organiser is the Institute of Technical Physics and Materials Science (MFA).

Best papers
The best papers will be selected for possible publishing in Electronics Reliability and Mechatronics journals.

”
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Upcoming CPMT Sponsored and Cosponsored Conferences

In pursuit of its mission to promote close cooperation and exchange of technical information among its members and others, the CPMT 
Society sponsors and supports a number of global and regional conferences, workshops and other technical meetings within its field of 
interest.

All of these events provide valuable opportunities for presenting, learning about, and discussing the latest technical advances as well 
as networking with colleagues. Many produce publications that are available through IEEE Xplore.

For details go to: www.cpmt.ieee.org

Name: 2015 31st Thermal Measurement, Modeling & 
Management Symposium (SEMI-THERM)

Location: San Jose, CA USA
Dates: March 15–19, 2015

Name: 2015 16th International Conference on Thermal, 
Mechanical and Multi-Physics Simulation and 
Experiments in Microelectronics and Microsystems 
(EuroSimE)

Location: Budapest, Hungary
Dates: April 19–22, 2015

Name: 2015 Symposium on Design, Test, Integration and 
Packaging of MEMS/MOEMS (DTIP)

Location: Montpellier, France
Dates: Apil 27–30, 2015

Name: 2015 26th Annual SEMI Advanced Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Conference (ASMC)

Location: Saratoga Springs, NY USA
Dates: May 3–6, 2015

Name: 2015 38th International Spring Seminar on 
Electronics Technology (ISSE)

Location: Egerszalók, Hungary
Dates: May 6–10, 2015

Name: 2015 IEEE 19th Workshop on Signal and Power 
Integrity (SPI)

Location: Berlin, Germany
Dates: May 10–13, 2015

Name: 2015 IEEE 65th Electronic Components and 
Technology Conference (ECTC)

Location: San Diego, CA USA
Dates: May 26–29, 2015

Name: 2015 6th IEEE International Workshop on Advances 
in Sensors and Interfaces (IWASI)

Location: Gallipoli (Le), Italy
Dates: June 18–19, 2015
Abstract Submission Date: April 10, 2015

Name: 2015 16th International Conference on Electronic 
Packaging Technology (ICEPT)

Location: Changsha, China
Dates: August 11–14, 2015
Abstract Submission Date: March 1, 2015

Name: 2015 37th Electrical Overstress/Electrostatic 
Discharge Symposium (EOS/ESD)

Location: Reno, NV USA
Dates: September 27–October 2, 2015
Abstract Submission Date: March 13, 2015

Name: 2015 IEEE 61st Holm Conference on Electrical 
Contacts (Holm 2015)

Location: San Diego, CA USA
Dates: October 11–14, 2015

Name: 2015 10th International Microsystems, Packaging, 
Assembly and Circuits Technology Conference (IMPACT)

Location: Taipei, Taiwan
Dates: October 21–23, 2015
Abstract Submission Date: June 15, 2015

Name: 2015 IEEE 24th Electrical Performance of Electronic 
Packaging and Systems (EPEPS)

Location: San Jose, CA USA
Dates: October 25–28, 2015
Abstract Submission Date: June 19, 2015

Name: 2015 IEEE CPMT Symposium Japan (ICSJ)
Location: Kyoto, Japan
Dates: November 9–11, 2015
Abstract Submission Date: May 29, 2015

Name: 2015 IEEE Electrical Design of Advanced Packaging 
and Systems Symposium (EDAPS)

Location: Seoul, Korea (South)
Dates: December 14–16, 2015
Abstract Submission Date: August 15, 2015

Name: 2016 Pan Pacific Microelectronics Symposium 
(Pan Pacific)

Location: Kamuela, HI USA
Dates: January 25–28, 2016
Abstract Submission Date: June 15, 2015
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IEEE Components, Packaging and Manufacturing
Technology Society
Marsha Tickman, Executive Director
445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08854 USA

Getting the Most out of IEEE and  
CPMT Membership: eBooks 

Did you know that IEEE members now have access to more than 220 eBooks from the IEEE Press collection 
through IEEE Xplore, including: handbooks; introductory and advanced texts; reference works; professional books.

Follow 3 simple steps:
1. Log in to IEEE Xplore http://www.ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/guesthome.jsp using your IEEE Member Web 
account.
2. Under the “Browse” heading in the left-hand navigation, click on “Books”.
3. Select the “Classics” tab from the top of the page. Under this tab you will find a listing of all the Free titles. 

Here are a few examples of available books in pdf format: (more added every year) 

1. Lead-Free Electronics: iNEMI Projects Lead to Successful Manufacturing by E. Bradley, C. Handwerker, J. 
Bath, R. Parker and R. Gedney; Publication Date: 2007 
2. Magnetic Actuators and Sensors by J. Brauer; Publication Date: 2006
3. Multigrid Finite Element Methods for Electromagnetic Field Modeling by Y. Zhu and A. Cangellaris; Publication 
Date: 2006 
4. Silicon Germanium: Technology, Modeling, and Design by R. Singh, H. Oprysko and D. Harame; Publication 
Date: 2004 
5. Integrated Passive Component Technology by R. Ulrich and L. Schaper; Publication Date: 2010 

For more information visit: http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/products/ebookclassics.html




